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rich glow of his hair. Indeed, Monsieur Paderewski corre-
sponds to the romantic ideal which they formed of a
pianist from a far country with a picturesque past and with
Chopin as its most famous son. One gets accustomed to
the dim light; one can even distinguish his features.
Occasionally he looks down into the audience. The eyes
may be a bit too far apart; perhaps they are even too
narrow. Once he smiles. In that moment one can hardly
see his eyes, and he reminds one of a satyr. But he becomes
exquisitely human when one looks at his fine mouth, which
has nothing of the satyr about it. It has a touch of sensuous
dreaminess in its well-defined lips, which is heightened by
the softness of the moustache above them. There is a
slight thickness in the nose, but it is well shaped. So
indeed is the whole of the face. Does not its sensitive outline
suggest a drawing by Ingres ? And then there is that
strange pallor of the skin, which gives the impression of
highly civilized beauty. It is accentuated by the whiteness
of the strong neck, which is not disfigured by a high collar.
That impression of light that he suggests begins at the
pale forehead ; it continues in the white bow of his tie,
the long white waistcoat. The press illustrations show
that he wore a long white waistcoat even for ordinary wear.
Most of the listeners have never heard music that excited
them so much. The older ones are reminded of Liszt and
Rubinstein ; the young ones are looking in vain for some
standards of comparison. At certain moments the piano
sounds like an orchestra and the notes seem to come from
different places of the hall; or it is as though the Pole
played not on one but on several pianos simultaneously.
So terrifying are the chords that are ringing through the
hall that one imagines the walls are shaking. Occasionally
one can see quite clearly that he hits the keyboard not
with a finger but with the whole fist. After a while, however,
the piano begins to sing and a human voice seems to rise
from it. Indeed, there is more in the young man than
merely picturesqueness.

